10:00 - 10:10 am
Check in with everyone

10:10 - 10:30 am
Administrative
- CEAS News/Announcements - Cherie/Alisha
- Admin Council Updates - Lou/Victoria
- BSC News/Announcements - Alisha
- Check in on department outreach
- Files/documentation organization - thank you Kassie
- Meeting Length

10:30 - 10:40 a.m.
Vote on Elections Resolution - Bill

10:40 - 10:50 am
How do we support staff who work from out-of-state?

As an employee that works out-of-state I'm not able to attend most of the events and meetings that happen only f2f and don't have a way to connect from remote locations. I think now that we've had to use Zoom to hold meetings, it might be easier to keep a Zoom option for gatherings that are mostly f2f so those of us working remotely can be included too.

I'm also unable to take advantage of some staff benefits for health care based on my location. I can't get mail-order medications in [other state] unless the most recent changes do allow that when they begin in the new year in July.

I guess I'm just responding to your request for input to say that there are some people who don't come to campus to work and as remote employees we have some limitations in how we can be involved in staff events and other f2f meetings. Can you keep as part of your planning, how will those not on campus be able to participate?

10:50 - 11:20 am
Committee Updates & Workgroup Discussion Updates; share proposed goals/plans